
remeeting
Archive of Searchable Recordings



Fill in the _______
Scaling up to serve __illions of users meant scaling up datacenters that could handle the
ever-mounting storage and compute demands of __________. Storage was far from cheap. "We
were dealing with effectively skyrocketing costs … paying through the nose per ______byte,
forget about ______bytes … so the infrastructure cost itself was a staggering bill."

arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/12/how-hotmail-changed-microsoft-and-email-forever/

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/12/how-hotmail-changed-microsoft-and-email-forever/


Communication Storage



Archive of Searchable Recordings











Customization: add new words



Bonus: search in video



Bonus: search in video



Bonus: search in video



Add-on: Google Cloud STT 



Add-on: Google Cloud STT 



A Year of Meetings

440
147

Hours recorded (26K mins; 566 mtgs)

Gigabytes of storage
Video: 123GB à $0.49/mo. S3 Archive Access

Audio: 24GB à $0.30/mo. S3 Infrequent Access 

ASR: 0.27GB à $????/mo. Elasticsearch

STT: 0.02GB à $0.01/mo. DynamoDB

469hrs: off the record

184hrs: me speaking

256hrs: others speaking



ASR = STT?

ASR Automatic Speech Recognition ASR Engine
STT Speech-to-Text Google Cloud STT

TTS Text-to-Speech Google Cloud TTS
OCR Optical Character Recognition Tesseract OCR Engine

WER Word Error Rate NIST SCTK
ASR* Audio Search Recall x 



ASR > STT

Thesis:  STT can’t transcribe perfectly.
• Note: humans can(’t) do it.

• Machines can(’t) do it either.
• Machines can(’t) do it better?

Hypothesis: ASR can have perfect recall.
• Automatic speech recognition can represent ambiguity and uncertainty.
• Audio search recall can be maximized by trading off precision.
• Archives of searchable recordings can be re-processed for target queries.

Conclusion: STT can’t do search; ASR can enable remeeting.



ASR Engine
Accurate: AI research software (Kaldi + TensorFlow)
• Global-accented English models trained with 100,000-hr dataset.
• Support 20 languages/dialects with 50+ community models.

Scalable: Rule of thumb: 5x per CPU
• Example: c5.metal (96 CPUs) can handle ~500 concurrent live streams.
• Equivalently: process 500-hour batch of audio in one hour of compute. 

Flexible: Designed for remeeting and other use cases
• Phrase alternatives: patent-pending data structure for search indexing.
• Dynamic customization: add new words,  bias phrases, embed grammar. 



Self-hosted > Cloud service

Privacy Data stays in your control (no 3rd-party processors).
Availability Guarantee your own uptime, capacity, scaling.
Speed Low-latency real-time (<100ms, or even negative).

Cost To (re)process archive of searchable recordings (~500h):
Google Cloud STT: ~$1,000 (data logging opt-out)

ASR Engine: <$1 (EC2 c5 spot instance)

Try a free evaluation at mod9.io or ask for help@mod9.com 




